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Introduction

• Mapping multiple LSTM running the same application

• Deployment of independent LSTM models or stacked and hierarchical LSTM models

• SVD decomposition technique to reduce memory and computational cost without losing
accuracy



Contributions

• Methodology to iterative refinement of the approximation for a tunable and improved
Computation and communication ratio

• Algorithm for structured pruning at each refinement stage leading to improved device
utilization



SVD Decomposition

• N types of LSTM models each have separate weight matrix.

• Decomposed to common matrices u and v, only s different.

• Same type of the same gate for all models share the same u 
and v.

• Tiling of u and v.

• Some portion of tiles are pruned according to magnitude.

• Quantization and approximation.

• Generate components with the lowest MSE



Key Computation

The matrix-vector multiplication is effectively decomposed in three parts: a dot product (xt j · u(i)), a scalar-scalar 
multiplication (sf ( ji)) and finally a scalar-vector multiplication (v( fi)). 



Accelerator Design



Single SVD-Kernel Structure

Each U-unit includes Tu - ZTu parallel multiply-accumulate blocks and an adder tree.

The N × R scalars xu( ji) produced by the U-units are then multiplied by the s( 1i), ..., s( ji) scalar components and forwarded to the kernel’s 
V-units as xs( ji).

The V-units perform the operations in the last step of the approximation process.



Proposed Framework

Adopt analytical model.

Set particular performance and accuracy goals, as well as the resource constraints for the target design.

Meet accuracy criterion first, then check resource (DSP and BRAM mainly) requirement.

Finally design with lowest attainable execution time is implemented on HW.



Roofline Model



For the evaluation of the proposed framework, a multiple LSTM model that is trained for the Fashion MNIST dataset
is utilized.

The targeted network model consists of two main branches, each containing an LSTM model.

Xilinx Zynq UltraScale+MPSoC ZCU104 FPGA. 

HLS implementation.

Used Xilinx SDSoC 2018.3 tool to generate the description of the hardware module from its high-level representation

For performance results, the software runs on the Processing System (PS) of the FPGA, which features four Cortex-
A53 MPCore processors, ARMv8 architecture, running at 1.2GHz

Experimental Setup



Roofline model for our FPGA accelerator processing two LSTM layers  with I = 1024 and H = 512

Performance Analysis

Correlation between accuracy drop and MSE of the approximation



Performance Analysis

Actual exec. time vs. accuracy drop. Orig. network accuracy is 84.4%.



Conclusion

By altering the structure of the computations, it allows the co-optimization of the scheduling of such computations and the 
underlying hardware parameters, while taking into account the resource constraints of the targeted device. 

The first compression scheme across multiple LSTM models. 

It offers better accuracy and performance compared to handling each LSTM separately. Best SVDn-HW design in the 
pareto-front is 2× faster and 4.5× more accurate than the best SVD1-HW

It can be integrated with other existing lossy and lossless compression approaches.
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